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INTRODUCTION 

In August 1993， a research planning workshop was held at the Khao N ang Rum 

research station in the Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuary. The workshop was hosted 

by the Seub Nakhasathien Foundation and the Royal Forest Department with financial 

support from the Asia Foundation. 

τbe original purpose of the workshop w出 togive new impetus and direction to the 

research progr創 nmeof the Thung Yai and Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctuaries 

(Thailand's only natural world heritage site) by reviewing the history ofresearch in the two 

sanctuぽ ies，by developing a framework for fuωre research， by identifying priority subjects 
for research and by prep紅 inga set of guidelines for the m加 agementof research projects 

in general. In the event， discussions focused primarily on Huai Kha Khaeng， not on Thung 
Yai， but they were applied， and are applicable， to every conservation area in Thailand. 

The workshop c創neout of a feeling among conservationists and wildlife researchers 

that the principal value of Thung Yai-Huai Kha Khaeng-its value as Thailand's most 
intact wildlife conservation areaー isbeing undermined by a growing pressure to make the 

S佃 C側紅ymore accessible to people， to the recreation industry in particular and all its 
inevitable by-products. 百llSpressure is evident in a series of developments (actual and 

proposed) that may， or may not， have a negative impact on the s佃 ctuary.The truth is we 

cannot know because the information needed to evaluate their environmental impacts is 

mostly not available. There is too little support for the kind of research that would get that 

information， and too little effort to match research objectives to present and fut町 eman-

agement needs. 
More woηying still， even if there were more support for research， agencies血atpro-

mote developmental projects of whatever kind are often unwilling to look at the long-term 

implications of their plans. They focus instead on白eshort-term gains. As a resu1t， the 

principal purpose (叩dvalue) of Thung Yai-Huai Kha Khaeng is sometimes overlooked 
and thereby undermined. Instead of being respected， and cherished， as a refuge for some 

ofThailand's most threatened native species and也eonly place that retains a broadly intact 

ecosystem and fully functioning watersheds， it is seen more and more as a resource that 

is ripe for exploitation. 
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百lis，of course， overlooks the fact白紙百lUngYai-Huai Kha Khaeng (together with 

血eadjacent conservation areas) is a signific岨 teconomic邸 setalready， without being 
converted more directly into cash. Not only does it help sustain westτ'hailand's envi・

ronmental eq凶libriumand its wa胞rsupply (indir即 tlya major so町 'ceof income and 

subsistence)， it is also one of few places in Asia白atc組 providebaseline data for eco・

logical studies in seasonal位opicalforest， now the rarest位opicalforestザpeof all. 
百latis a priceless attribute and one of由em剖nre酪 onsτ'hungYai-Huai Kha Khaeng 

is a world heritage site. Even so， many pωple are not aw紅 'eof由atuniqueness or白e
value it confers. Thus出eypropose proj田 tsfor the sanc佃釘yand its buffer-zones (such 

出 biggerroads， reservoirs， mains elec凶city，plantations and major tourist facilities)血at

are likely旬 undermine白紙 extraordin紅ya町ibuteand gradually diminish the value of the 
sanc加釘y，a value也atpromises much more in the long-term th組 mostdevelopment 

projects will ever deliver. 

JUS1百:/lCA:τ10NFOR ECOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

百lebest way to protect由eintegrity of百lungYai-Huai Kha Khaeng as a priority 
conservation紅 eawhile at由esame time allowing it to con酎.buteto the social， economic 
and ecological well-being of Thailand is旬 promote由ekind of research白紙 canaddress 

the bigger management issues， issues白紙偽ketime to investigate properly. Such reseiU"ch 

should include socio-economic studies as well as taxonomic and田 ologicalones. 

Research白紙 isdirected towards naωre conservation (whether it be biological or 
socio-economic) is valuable many times over. First， it requires financial泊ves加lents血at
can amount to a great deal of money. In百lungYai-Huai Kha Khaeng，白emone飽ryvalue 
of research in 1987 alone w回 Bht.3，000，000， and血atw描 ayear in which the type of 
research done w邸 ac旬allyfairly modest. Multiply血atamount by the number of key 

conservation釘@邸 in官1剖land佃 d出eto凶 investmentin research could be substantial. 

Moreover， given adequate incentive and encouragement， much of血atmoney could come 
from so町 'cesovers伺 s.

The second value of rese釘 chis白紙 ithelps us understand the natural systems of the 

world in which we live and upon which we depend. Without也isknowledge， it is hard 
to know if we are using nature's reso町 'cesin白emost sensible way. Environmental 

位 'essesnow affecting Thailand (such as damaging floods， serious drought， longer世y

seasons， higher tempera伽resand worsening frres) suggest白紙白紙 weare not. 
Third， research is an essential component of nature conservation programmes because 

it provides the泊formationsI回ess紅yfor wise policy， planning and d配 ision-making.Without 

由isinformation， m佃 agerscannot formulate appropriate policies or be s町 e白紙 their
decisions will enhance， rather th組 reduce，出eintegrity of血eirconservation programme. 

A REVIEW OF PAST RESEARCH IN THUNG YAI-HUAI KHA KHAENG 

A detailed review of the research done to date (1964-1993) in百lUngYai-Huai Kha 
Khaeng， complete with tables and bibliography， has been prep紅'ed邸 aresult of出is
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workshop and is reproduced elsewhere (Stewart-Cox， 1994， unpublished manuscript). What 

follows is the summary that was presented at the workshop. It documents the evolution 
of a research station血atis located in a uniquely interesting and important conservation 
紅白 andhas a history all its own. 

τ'he Huai Kha Khaeng and Thung Yai Wildlife Sanctuaries were g但 :etted泊 1972and 

1974 respectively， but the first r田 ordedwildlife research work in the area took place in 

1964， 30 years ago. Since then， 89 projects have been carried out inside the sanctuaries 
and these have produced 111 research documents， of which 40 (36%) have been published. 

Most projects (80%) were undertaken in the last ten ye紅 sand most (also 80%) were 
done in Huai Kha Khaeng， not in Thung Y泊. In the first sixteen ye紅 s(1964-1979)， only 

ten projects were done， all but one of them by non-Thai researchers. But in the next five 

years (1980-1984)， a few more projects (8) were carried out佃 dmore of them (5:3) were 

done by Thais. This marked the beginning of a new trend， for between 1985-1989出e

number of projects increased dramatically (to 46)， 83% of them being done by Thai 

researchers. 
τ'his surge of interest in Thung Yai-Huai Kha Khaeng was partly prompted by the 

threat of出eNam Choan Dam to出earea as a whole but it was also enco町 agedby a new 

collaboration between the forest biology unit of Kasetsart University (under Dr Uthis 

Kutintara) and the newly appointed chief of the Khao Nang Rum Wildlife Research sta-
tion， Mr Nopparat Naksatit. Thirteen projects during that period were done for MSc 
degrees by KU students while fifteen others were done by RFD or KU researchers at the 

instigation of Mr Nopp訂at.

From 1990-1993， fewer projects were undertaken出anin the previous three years (25 
versus 33) but there were qualitative improvements in白eoutput. More research docu-

ments were produced (39 versus 35) and more papers were published in intemational 

joumals (17 versus 8). This is partly because more non羽 laiShave chosen to work in the 
sanctu訂 y組 dp制:lybecause more westem-educated Thais have done research there. It is 

good to produce papers in English (and better still to publish them) because the prim紅 y
intemationallanguage of science is English， but it is also good to have research documents 
in Thai for local teachers and students， protected area managers， conservation activists and 
media people. Only three documents to date have been produced in Thai and English in 

their entirety，叩dsu甲risinglyfew pr吋ects(8) have been凶 lycollaborative ventures 

between Thai and non-Thai researchers. 
Almost half (49%) the research projects to date have focused on marnmals and birds 

(42 on large mammals， 4 on small mammals and 13 on birds). This may reflect individual 

interests and the fact白atmammals and birds are the most conspicuous forest animals， but 
it also reflects the fact白紙百1UngYai-Huai Kha Khaeng is an exceptionally important 
sanctu紅 yfor marnmals and birds， with many threatened species. Other topics include 
minerallicks， flora， vegetation and other groups of animals， but a lot of research still needs 
to be done， especially taxonomic work， vegetation mapping， hydrological studies and 
systematic surveys. Many areas of血esanc伽紅yhave yet to be visited by seientists. 

To date， 35% of all project fieldwork has taken less than six weeks， 40% has taken 
less由加 sixmonths， 20% of the projects spent 6-12 months in the field while only 5% 

have lasted 1-2 years. No project has spent more由加 twoyears on fieldwork although 
some projects now in progress紅 edoing so but these are plagued by insecure funding. 
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Many of出eprojects done to date have been short-term genera1 s町 veysbecause these 
are nearly a1ways done first in佃紅ea由atis biologica11y unknown， but the limited 
duration of fieldwork also reflects the availability of researchers， time and money. 百1e

Thai govemment does not appe紅 torecognise白紙 researchis a key component of a good 

conservation prograDlffie so not enough money is provided to develop the skilled team of 
researchers necess訂Yto do the work出atneeds to be done. 

Approximately 35% of血eprojects done to date in Thung Yai-Huai Kha Khaeng were 
self-funded， 33% were funded by intemationa1 NGOs and only 25% were funded by the 
govemment and出osewere mostly short-term projects. Of course，伽tignores白efact the 

some self-funded projects were done by officia1s whose time was paid for by govemment 

and no doubt the govemment covered other costs such as tr加 sport，accommodation and 
assistance in白efield. Nevertheless， the money provided by由eThai govemment for 
wildlife research is inadequate. 

It would help a lot if govemment were to provide more funding for wildlife research 
since that money would be core-funding and would enable researchers to engage in what 

is probably血emost useful research of all， namely long圃 termstudies of ecosystem dynam-

ics such as forest regeneration， the impact of fire， ecological relationships and population 
changes. Conservation areas血atsupport long-term research projects usua11y a世 actother 
researchers because出eycan build on (and then add to) the database of information that 

long-teロnresearch engenders. They inωm bring other benefits such as more equipment， 
training opportunities for 百1airesearchers， contact with a range of other research institu-

tions， funding and perhaps most useful of all， the intellectua1 exch佃 geof ideas. It is hard 
for researchers to do good work in an intellectua1 vacuum. 

Another way血egovemment can support and enco町 ageresearch is to provide a 

research station in a conservtion area. A look at白egeographic focus of research in官lUng

Yai-Huai Kha Khaeng shows that the Khao Nang Rum Wildlife Research Station has had 
a major impact on the research coverage in Huai Kha Khaeng: 69 projects have been 
C紅riedout in白紙 sanc刷arycompared with only 11 in 百lUngYai， a1though nine more 
projects cover both sanctuaries. Furthermore， 44 (64%) of Huai Kha Khaeng's 69 p吋ects

were done in the neighbourhood of Khao Nang Rum. The rest either took place before 
the research station existed or they focused on habitats and species which occur in other 
areas (eg.出eHuai Kha Khaeng itself， water buffa10 or green peafowl) or they were 
sanc加紅y-widesurveys. But even then， a lot of the fieldwork was done out of Khao Nang 
Rum simply because it can serve as a base and because it can help researchers get to other 

parts of the sanctuary.τ'herefore a well-appointed wildlife research station clearly can 
generate research projects. 

In the last few years， Khao Nang Rum has begun to expand its activites to cover more 

of the sanctu紅 y.Thus it is gradua11y becoming more of a research centre， not simply a 
research station. This is a welcome development. It needs to expand its reach to the whole 
of the s叩 C加紅yand have satellite bases由atresearchers c佃 use. But it a1so needs a 
research prograDlffie that defines its new 0吋ectivesand reflects a broader vision. 

In time it should a1so reach out to the neighbouring紅'easof Thung Y泊-E部 t，Mae 
Wong組 dSri N紘harinto help them develop a research programme. At present we know 
little about these other p紅 ksand sanc印刷esexcept that they紅 eas important to Thailand 
as Huai Kha Khaeng because出ey訂 eall p紅 tof the westem forest complex and protect 
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由efuture of many of血enation's r紅'especies and habitats. If their conservation va1ue 
dimi凶shes，so does the va1ue of Huai Kha Khaeng. Research is the key to their surviva1 
because it can unlock information needed to protect the whole訂 eaproperly.τnat is 
錨 suming，of course，血at血efrrst s回 tegyof protection-polic泊gー iseffective. 

SUM1岨ARYOF WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS 

百lisworkshop identified some of the problems an shortcomings that are constraining， 
even handicappmg， wi1dlife research in百lailand.Most of the problems are practical， but 
出ey紅 'elargely the result of two more fundamental problems， namely attitude and or-
ganisation. 

Attitude 
As these workshop proceedings revea1， particip組 tsfelt白紙 thegovernment does not 

re氾ognisethe fundamenta1 importance of wi1dlife research to its protected釘 eaprogramme. 
It has no stated policy for wildlife research， or indeed for wi1dlife. Consequently， it does 
not provide adequate support for research， either in terms of money and jobs or in terms 
ofplan凶ng.At present， wi1dlife research is seen as a minor technica1 service (wichargam) 
伽 tis periphera1加出eplanning姐 ddecision-making process of the conservation pro・

8釘nme.In fact it should play a cen住a1role in feeding ecologica1 information (wichai) 
into the pl鉱lningprocess at every level of management. Only then can it rea11y help naωre 
conservation in Thail組 d.

Organisation 
Even if the attitude of government changed to give research a bigger role， there would 

still not be the organisational 紺 uc旬renecess紅 yfor researchers and research managers to 
give their best to the nationa1 conservation progr創nme.There is， at present， no nationa1 
body of appropriately qua1ified expe自由atcan oversee， advise and co-ordinate a11 wi1dl出
research work， whether it be done by government or non-government researchers， Thai and 
non-Thai， inside叩 doutside conservation areas， at sea or on land. Instead， there紅'emany
sep釘 atechannels through which research projects can get approva1 (or not， as血ecase 
might be)， so there is no co-ordination， no centra1 reference organisation， no common 
standard of evaluation， no monitoring and no means of arbitration by an imp紅tia1， ex-
perienced body. 

Practical Problems 
Most practica1 problems result 合omthe fact白紙 thereis no centra1 research organi-

sation which can screen， eva1uate， approve， monitor and co-ordinate a11 wildlife research 
projects. There problems include: 

* lengthy， difficult process of getting permission 
* insufficient resources/facilities for researchers 
* tensions caused by overlapping study sites 
* inappropriate or damaging research methods 
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* improper or unprofessional behaviour by researchers 
* failure to provide written research results 

百rreeother problems result from limitations within the government system (both at 
血eRoyal Forest Dep訂阻lentand at universities)， themselves a reflection of the fact that 
research is not given the recognition or resources it needs to con仕ibuteas much to nature 

conservation as it could. 

* time-constraints on researchers and research managers 
* poor use of research results in managementlpublic education 
* inadequate productionldissemination of research results 

Practical shortcomings 
Even under present working conditions， the efficacy of wildlife research in conserva-

tion紅 easis handicapped by two practical shortcomings: 

a) there is no classification f同meworkfor research topics. 

b) there are no research m加 agementplans at either national or local level， and no 
list of research priorities. 

Thus， workshop p紅 ticip叩 tsdrew up a classification framework that c佃 beused佃 d

updated over the years. It covers genetic diversity， species diversity， ecological diversity， 
ecological and behavioural studies and managementlsocio・economics加dies.

Participants also identified research priorities for Huai Kha Khaeng， noting that we 
still do not have complete inventories of the species (especially pl組 ts)that occ町 thereand 

therefore cannot easi1y undertake important ecological studies of key species， forest and 
community dynamics. Research priorities come under two headings: 

a) biodiversity/ecosystems 

b) sanc伽訂ymanagementlsocio-economic sig凶ficance

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Develop the role of research. Ecological research is a necessary component of an 
effective conservation progranrrne. Therefore the government should develop the role 
of research by giving it more support (in policy， in jobs and in money for equipment 

佃 dprojects)佃 dby involving it in也eplanning and decision-making process. 
2. Create a national committee of wildlife research referees. This should consist of 

experts in relevant fields who' are qualified to review all project proposals and r，配・
ommend modifications and/or approval (or not) to the relevant legal authority. This 
committee would solve m佃 ycuηent problems because it could: 

* speed up the process of getting permission to do research 
* make the approval process more consistent and effective 
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* improve co-ordination by acting as a reference centre 
* help produce a national research progr創nmeand regulations 
* monitor the results of research projects 

3. Establish national regulations and directives for research. 
4. Produce a booklet of regulations佃 dguidelines for researchers. 
5. Disseminate more research information to the public. 
6. Hold research pl加 ningworkshops every白reeye紅 sor more often. 
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